Abstract: Group-velocity dispersion, third-order dispersion and propagation losses of 14m normal dispersion ZBLAN fiber are directly and continuously measured over 1500-2100nm range using all-fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The fiber is then used for dispersion compensation at 2Pm. 
To experimentally measure dispersion, we used an interferometric measurement technique tracing the position of a broad central fringe [5, 8] . The experimental setup consists of two main parts: a custom broadband SC source (Fig.  1a) , and an all-fiber MZI (Fig. 1b) . A pulsed pump signal (sub-100 W peak power) is coupled to 250 m long highlynonlinear fiber (HNLF, manufactured by Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd, Japan) with zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) at 1580.1 nm. The pump wavelength is set at 1580 nm in order to generate a stable SC signal with good uniformity and high power over the entire 1.5-2.1 Pm wavelength range as seen in Fig. 2a . The SC has a limited bandwidth due to increasing losses in fused silica beyond 2.4 Pm. It could be possible to extend the measurement range toward MIR band by using SC generated in ZBLAN or chalcogenide fibers. The SC signal is sent to the MZI which includes the 14.2 m long section of ZBLAN step-index fiber (Fiberlabs Inc, Japan was swept to shift the central fringe wavelength over the entire bandwidth of the SC (Fig. 2b) . The measurement results are shown in Fig. 3a-b . The GVD coefficient E2 was evaluated first by numerical differentiation dO0/dW. Additionally, E2 and third-order dispersion (TOD) coefficient E3 were directly retrieved from the interferogram I a cosM(O), where M(O) is a phase difference spectrum between FUT and REF arms. As it is shown in Fig. 3a , both above-described dispersion evaluation techniques provide similar results that are in a good agreement with theoretical predictions, and stay within the design margins defined by possible variations of fiber core diameter and NA (shadowed areas). As the normal dispersion behavior of the fiber was confirmed, the 20 m section of the same ZBLAN fiber was used to partially compensate for the linear chirp of a broadband pulsed signal (70 nm FWHM centered at 1970 nm). The relative delay of filtered spectral components of the signal was measured before and after ZBLAN compensation (Fig. 3c) . Indeed, the slope of the delay curve was reduced, and E2=12.3 These results are coherent with normal dispersion E2=8.1 ps 2 /km and E3=0.008 ps 3 /km, retrieved from M(O). It should be noted that full compensation was not achieved due to limited length of available ZBLAN fiber. In conclusion, we presented the dispersion characterization of a 14.2 m long ZBLAN fiber section in the continuous 1500-2100-nm wavelength range using virtually all-fiber interferometer. The measured E2 and E3 values are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions of normal dispersion over the entire range. Moreover, it is the first, to the best of our knowledge, direct evaluation of TOD in fluoride fibers. The fiber can be used for dispersion compensation (as demonstrated), or as a host fiber for RE-doped fiber lasers with a normal dispersion in SWIR.
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